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January 2017 Segment Type
Issue Description/Topic Segment Type Date Time Duration Summary of Segment ------

health care; technology; science
and engineering; economics;
business and industry 

Longform
Program 1/1/17 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1:With monitors surveying
every part of patients’ bodies, hospital intensive care units
appear to be a model of high tech. But systems engineers say
ICU’s are actually models of
inefficiency because few of those high tech devices talk to
each other. Experts discuss how ICU’s
could be improved to save lives. 

News
health care; public health;
economics; education

Longform
Program

1/1/17 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:Most people rely on their
primary care doctors first when they need health care. But a
shortage in primary care doctors is only getting worse. Some
medical schools have been
successful in keeping their grads in primary care. We talk to
an expert from one of them to see
how it’s done and if other schools can replicate their success. 

Interview



KQWB-FM

Forensics, Technology, Media,
Law, Law Enforcement, Literature

Longform
Program

1/1/17 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:With new gadgets and programs
being invented every day, the technologies used in
solving crimes are changing constantly. We reached out to
leading experts on the subject,
including a programmer, a 3D printing specialist, and best-
selling crime author Patricia Cornwell.
Through these interviews, we got the inside scoop on how
mobile devices, 3D models, and even “
smart home” devices like a refrigerator can be used to crunch
the data, solve crimes, and present
cases in court. 

Public Info
 Psychology, Arts, History,
Literature 

Longform
Program

1/1/17 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2:We see it everywhere: time travel.
The concept has dominated our books, movies, and
television for decades. We even saw a time travel ethics
question dominate our primary election
coverage. So what is it about these stories that we find so
irresistible? We talk to Dr. Travis
Langley, a pop culture psychologist, to uncover what lies
underneath the fantasy we’ve all
indulged from time to time: traveling backwards and forwards
through time.

Longform Program
women's issues; mental health;
health care; consumerism; family
issues

Longform
Program

1/8/2017 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1:Over the last decade, the
number of women over age 30 seeking treatment for
anorexia, bulimia and binge eating disorder has skyrocketed.
Experts discuss the factors
triggering eating disorders in midlife and the factors that
bring women in for treatment for long
standing disorders. 



KQWB-FM

health care; disabilities

Longform
Program

1/8/17 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:Dupuytren disease
(pronounced DOO-pah-tren) is the most common disorder
crippling
hands that most people have never heard of. It is a genetic
condition of the fascia beneath the
skin of the palms, and it stubbornly resists treatment. An
expert and a patient discuss the disorder. 

Art, History, Racism, America

Longform
Program

1/8/17 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:With “La La Land” tapping into
theaters around the country and a strong contender for
this year’s Oscars, we wanted to re-visit one of the
quintessential American art forms: jazz. And
nobody sings jazz better, or more distinctly, than Sheila
Jordan. We talk to Jordan and her
biographer about Jordan’s rise, the racism that jazz musicians
– both black and white –
experienced, and the need to preserve from poverty to her
career singing with some of the most
famous jazz musicians of the 20th century this music for
future generations

 Interpersonal Skills, Mental
Health, Employment & Labor;
Marriage
& Family issues Longform

Program

1/8/17 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2:Of course, conflict is part of life,
but it doesn’t always have to turn into a big argument.
We talk to two experts on conflict about how to make
disagreements with anyone, from your work
life to your home life, into a more peaceful, enlightening
experience. 



KQWB-FM

auto and road safety; drunk
driving; impaired driving; drug
and
alcohol abuse; police; laws and
criminal justice system

Longform
Program

1/15/17 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1:With recreational
marijuana use legal in eight states and 29 permitting medical
pot use,
there will be more drivers on the road who are potentially
under the influence of marijuana.
However, police have no way to determine who is dangerous
and who is not, as blood levels of
marijuana’s active ingredient are often meaningless. Experts
discuss the problem and new
scientific discoveries about marijuana impairment. 

prison and justice system; crime;
drugs and drug treatment; public
health; disabilities Longform

Program

1/15/17 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:Researchers have found
that poor health and disabilities can be factors leading to
prison. An expert discusses the life cycles that can make this
occur. 

Politics, History, Race, America

Longform
Program

1/15/17 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:Later this week, President-elect
Donald Trump will become President Donald Trump.
With his inauguration looming, the Republican party must
feel pretty good about their position
moving forward. But how are they doing with minority
voters, specifically African Americans? We
talk to expert and author Corey Fields about what motivates
black Republicans, how they’re
treated both at home and within their party, and what the
future may hold for the direction of
minorities within the Republican voting block. 



KQWB-FM

Interpersonal Skills, Mental
Health, Communications;
Technology; Social Media;
Family Issues; Bullying

Longform
Program

1/15/17 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2: With emails, spam, texts and
instant messaging it’s a wonder we ever have time
anymore to just sit and relax with family and friends. At the
office, we spend so much time online,
how do we get anything done…or done well? That’s what
worried our guest who took a 31-day
vacation from the Internet to reconnect with her loved-ones
and learn about how online life needs
to be balanced with face-to-face communications and
relaxation. 

disabilities; health care;
technology

Longform
Program

1/22/17 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1:Motorized, computer-
controlled braces and frames are making the concept of the
bionic
human into reality. Experts discuss how these exoskeletons
work and how they may be used in
the future.

health care; poverty; local
government; public health care 

Longform
Program

1/22/17 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:Public hospitals have a
poor reputation, but in some fields, especially trauma, they
are
often among the best hospitals in the US. Two experts discuss
reputation vs. reality and the
threats public hospitals face.

Employment, Mental health,
Psychology

Longform
Program

1/22/17 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1: Many people remain in bad
situations because they are afraid to quit, but they shouldn’
t. Our guest says that if you take the time to carefully plan just
how and when you’ll walk out the
door, it’s easier to deal with the anxiety, fear and depression
that can follow such a big decision.
We’ll hear about steps anyone can take – and those they
shouldn’t – when it’s time to quit and
move on.



KQWB-FM

Art & Creativity, Literature,
Personal Development, Self-help

Longform
Program

1/22/17 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2: It’s a common goal to get back to
the creative passions of your youth and write that
novel… but something always seems to be holding us back.
We talk to two experts about the
roadblocks on the way to finishing your masterpiece and how
to overcome them. 

youth at risk; health care;
developmental disorders;
education; suicide Longform

Program

1/29/17 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1:Experts have believed
that autism affects four times as many boys as girls, but the
ratio
may not actually be quite that high. Doctors are learning that
autism shows up differently in girls’
behavior as a result of brain differences. This leaves many
girls with autism undiagnosed. 

 public health; workplace and
employment issues; productivity 

Longform
Program

1/29/17 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:Most employers believe
the workplace is no place to nap, but research increasingly
shows that a short nap in the middle of the day carries many
benefits in increased productivity. 

Crime, Drugs, Education,
Equality, Government,
Infrastructure, Culture, Social
Issues

Longform
Program

1/29/17 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:Cities, from New York and
Chicago to New Orleans and San Francisco, are a vital
piece of our country. First, we talk to author Joshua Jelly-
Schapiro about the role these cities have
come to play in our culture and out lives. Then, we talk to
author and former professor William
Goldsmith about the problems facing our cities and his ideas
on how we can fix them. 



KQWB-FM

Literature, Arts, Politics, Religion,
Culture, Government

Longform
Program

1/29/17 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2:Have you ever stopped to think
about where those cute little nursery rhymes you read
to your children came from? You might be surprised to know
that many were actually protests
against religious persecution, corrupt politicians and even
sexual conduct. We talk to a librarian
and author about where nursery rhymes came from and how
they were used before they ended
up in Mother Goose books.



KQWB-FM

February 2017 Segment Type
Issue Description/Topic Segment Type Date Time Duration Summary of Segment ------

technology; pop culture;
relationship issues; consumerism 

Longform
Program 2/5/17 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1: Today more than half of
American adults are single. Many are still looking for love--
more than 40 million are members of online dating sites,
which have their busiest time of the year
between now and Valentine's Day. A noted psychologist
explains research showing most users
take the wrong approach when seeking a good match online,
and discusses how they can better
their odds of finding true love. 

News

 sports and recreation; ethics;
economics 

Longform
Program

2/5/17 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2: Injured NFL players are
treated by doctors employed by teams, but a Harvard study
claims there is an inherent conflict of interest in that
arrangement, which might mean putting
players on the field before they’re recovered. One of the
study’s co-authors discusses.

Interview

History, Government, Civil
Rights, Racism, Ethics

Longform
Program

2/5/17 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:Japanese internment camps are
something we’re aware of, but may not fully
understand. Photo historian and author Richard Cahan talks
about the history of the camps, what
makes them so “un-American,” and why he says we shouldn’t
look back at the camps as
precedent or a blueprint, but as a black eye we should avoid
repeating at all costs. 

Public Info



KQWB-FM

Literature, Arts, Education,
Children, Family Issues

Longform
Program

2/5/17 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2: We encourage our children to
read… but what are they reading? We talk to two
authors, one for children and one for young adults, who
discuss juggling their desire to entertain
with the necessity of teaching young people about ethics,
history, and tougher topics like drugs
and addiction. 

Longform Program

 consumerism; youth at risk;
education; parenting issues; public
health 

Longform
Program

2/12/17 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1: Peanut allergies in
children have skyrocketed to the point that many schools ban
foods
containing them. Now studies show previous advice is wrong.
Rather than keeping kids away from
peanuts to protect them, parents should give most infants
peanuts from an early age. An allergy
expert who is co-author of new guidelines explains. 

health care; psychology; death and
dying

Longform
Program

2/12/17 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:Music thanolotology is a
specialized practice of playing harp music for the dying. A
practitioner of the art explains how there is also science to it
as well, and a woman whose family
has used it describes her experience.



KQWB-FM

Religion, World, Religion, Self-
help, History

Longform
Program

2/12/17 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1: In a country that seems to be
pulling away more and more every day, it can seem
nearly impossible to find time for yourself to clear your mind
and feel joy. We talk to Douglas
Abrams about the week he spent learning from two of the
world’s spiritual leaders, His Holiness
the 14th Dalai Lama and Archbishop Desmond Tutu. Abrams
shares the joy practices and little
things that the Dalai Lama and Archbishop Tutu do daily to
experience joy regularly. 

Community Involvement, Politics,
Government, Diversity,
Environmental Issues, Race

Longform
Program

2/12/17 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2: The news typically shows us
stories about the national government being stuck in a
gridlock on most of the big, important issues. Sarah Van
Gelder, co-founder of Yes! Magazine,
went on a trip across America to see how change is being
made at the local level and found
inspirational stories and examples of community involvement
solving big problems while paving
the way for a better future. She shares these anecdotes and
helpful hints for others out there
hoping to make a difference in their area. 



KQWB-FM

consumerism; public health;
agriculture and farm issues;
federal government and
regulation; food safety

Longform
Program

2/19/17 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1:Antibiotic resistance
may mean some infections are untreatable in the future. To
combat this bacterial evolution, new federal rules went into
effect on January 1 that restrict use of
antibiotics in food animals, where the majority of US
antibiotics are consumed. Critics worry the
rules don’t go far enough. Experts on both sides of the issue
discuss. 

health care; public health;
consumerism; disabilities

Longform
Program

2/19/17 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:A major new study
shows hearing loss is decreasing in the US. This has surprised
some experts who’ve feared greater use of ear buds would
lead to greater hearing loss in young
people. Experts discuss why hearing loss is declining and
caution against complacency. 

Philosophy, History, Academia,
Education

Longform
Program

2/19/17 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:Often, philosophy is so dense and
hard to fully process that it feels impossible to
understand and enjoy. Thomas Cathcart and Daniel Klein are
trying to fix that problem. Their
book, Plato and a Platypus Walk Into a Bar explains some of
the deepest thinkers of all time, like
Immanuel Kant or John Locke, with humor. Both authors join
the show to tell stories, crack jokes,
and clarify some of the big ideas of philosophy. 



KQWB-FM

Civil Rights, Race Relations,
African-American Issues, Social
Issues, History

Longform
Program

2/19/17 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2: In 1966, Civil Rights pioneer
James Meredith set out on The March Against Fear, a
walk to prove black citizens no longer needed to fear white
people. Soon after beginning, he was
ambushed and shot. The march was continued by Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., Stokely Carmichael,
and countless others. Weeks later, Meredith had recovered
and rejoined the walk, giving history
an enduring image of persistence and determination. We talk
to historian Ann Bausum about the
history and impact of the march. 

 drug addiction, substance abuse
and treatment; consumerism;
education

Longform
Program

2/26/17 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1:Primary care doctors
such as family physicians and internists can treat opioid
addiction
in their offices using drug substitution therapy. This could
potentially erase the stigma of getting
treatment. However, few doctors have been trained in this
therapy. Experts discuss opioid
addiction, & potential treatments. 

health care; disabilities;
technology 

Longform
Program

2/26/17 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:Eye transplants have
long been attempted unsuccessfully. Doctors are taking what
they’ve learned in hand transplants, especially in nerve
regeneration, and applying it to eye
transplant development. Experts discuss what need to be
accomplished to make transplants a
reality.



KQWB-FM

Politics, Government, Protests,
Voters Rights, Women’s Rights

Longform
Program

2/26/17 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:Since the election, protests for
issues on both sides of the political spectrum have
grabbed headlines. A women’s march, a march for life, a
march for science, the list goes on. But
can these protests make a difference, and if so, where? We
talk to political science experts about
movements that have succeeded in the past and how change
may come about, specifically when
it comes to the electoral college system that some feel over-
values certain states over others. 

 Human Rights, Law, Sweatshops,
Labor Issues, Consumer Issues 

Longform
Program

2/26/17 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2:Corban Addison is a law-trained
author who uses his books to shine a light on human
rights violations. He joins the show to talk about researching
his latest novel, A Harvest of Thorns,
about sweatshops and unfair labor. Addison talks about the
violations he found around the world
including here in America and the brands he recommends for
shoppers trying to make a positive
impact with where they spend their dollars. 



KQWB-FM

March 2017 Segment Type
Issue Description/Topic Segment Type Date Time Duration Summary of Segment ------

 consumerism; public health;
federal government and
regulation;
deregulation; food and drug safety

Longform
Program 3/5/17 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1:The Trump
Administration has signaled it intends to revamp the Food and
Drug
Administration to speed the approval of drugs. Some FDA
commissioner candidates have
proposed radical reform, including an end to the requirement
that drugs must be effective to be
approved. Experts discuss what reform might look like and
what the FDA needs to better succeed. 

News

 consumerism; education 

Longform
Program

3/5/17 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:Many people have
questions about their bodies that seem so silly, they never
bring
them up with their doctors. While the answers are sometimes
humorous, often they are more
complicated and important than we imagine. An expert
physician/writer discusses. 

Interview

Mental Health, Family Issues,
Teen Issues, Crime

Longform
Program

3/5/17 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:On April 20, 1999, Sue Klebold’s
son and his friend went into Columbine High School
and committed one of the largest mass shootings in US
history. Over the last 18 years, Klebold
has been forced to cope with this horrible tragedy while
managing anxiety attacks and being
blamed by so many. Klebold talks about her story and the
mental health messages she wants
every American to know. 

Public Info



KQWB-FM

Family, Parenthood, Economics,
Student Debt

Longform
Program

3/5/17 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2:All parents want their kids to
succeed and live good lives, and part of accomplishing
that is raising them to understand the value of a dollar. We
talk to Beth Kobliner, a financial expert
and author of the book Make Your Kid A Money Genius
(Even if you’re not) about tips and tricks to
help our kids, from toddlers to post-grads, handle money
responsibly.

Longform Program

 culture; communication;
education 

Longform
Program

3/12/17 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1: Many people sing badly
and think they’re tone deaf, but a surprisingly low proportion
of
them truly can’t tell one note from another. They not only
can’t sing, they also can’t enjoy music,
may have trouble with certain forms of language, and may be
unable to communicate emotion in
their speech. Experts discuss.

consumerism; substance and
alcohol abuse 

Longform
Program

3/12/17 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:As St. Patrick’s Day
approaches—one of the biggest drinking holidays of the
year—an
expert discusses why hangovers occur and what might work
to prevent them and recover from
them. 



KQWB-FM

Arts, Creativity, Literature,
Government, Law enforcement

Longform
Program

3/12/17 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:Mark Greaney is a New York
Times bestselling author perhaps best known for
collaborating with Tom Clancy on three books, but Greaney’s
own spy series has been ongoing
since 2009. He joins the show to talk about his Gray Man
series, where he gets his inspiration,
and to separate the true elements he learned from real US
operatives from the fiction he imagines
when writing. 

Government, US History,
Constitutional Law

Longform
Program

3/12/17 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2:The Bill of Rights may seem like
they were simply added on to the end of the
Constitution. Civil liberty lawyer Burt Neuborne offers a
different outlook on the document.
Neuborne dives into the structure of the Bill of Rights and
explains how James Madison used
organization skills to ensure the first ten amendments to the
United States Constitution build on
each other and establish a logical system of government.



KQWB-FM

 health care; public health;
technology 

Longform
Program

3/19/17 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1:Since the introduction of
antibiotics in World War II, doctors have prescribed courses
of
treatment that typically ran longer than necessary. Bacterial
resistance is forcing a reevaluation,
shortening courses sometimes to just a few days and even
prompting doctors to advise not using
all pills if patients feel better. 

 public health; health care; mental
health 

Longform
Program

3/19/17 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:Anxiety is normal, but
too much can be crippling. An author and anxiety sufferer
discusses the nature of crippling anxiety and what people can
do about it. 

Parenting, Sexuality, Family
Issues, Health and wellness

Longform
Program

3/19/17 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:What should you do if you child
tells you they feel they were born as the wrong gender?
Do you force them to conform to their born gender or do you
support their feeling of being born
into the wrong body? We talk to the parent and the doctor of a
transgender child to sort through
the confusion and discover what science says about gender
transitions and how one family
navigated the issues associated with having a child you
suddenly don’t fully understand. 

Education, Global Politics,
Poverty

Longform
Program

3/19/17 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2: Somaliland, a breakaway region
of Somalia, is an impoverished region that isn’t
officially recognized as a distinct country. Children born there
are given very little opportunity, but
Jonathan Starr is trying to change that. Starr, a former hedge
fund manager, talks about his
journey from Wall Street money manager to Somaliland
school runner and how he and his school
and changing lives where it matters most. 



KQWB-FM

health care; public health;
consumerism; education

Longform
Program

3/26/17 5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1: Patients used to accept
doctors’ orders without question. Today, more are asking
questions and challenging their doctors’ opinions. However,
even those who do it politely are likely
to be labeled “difficult.” A doctor whose late wife nearly
made a career of being a difficult patient
discusses how patients can do it respectfully and fruitfully. 

business and industry;
psychology; consumerism

Longform
Program

3/26/17 5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:Studies show a rudeness
epidemic in the US, and that people are profoundly affected
when they experience or even witness it occurring to someone
else. Two experts discuss. 

Politics, History, Culture,
Celebrity, Fame, Activism, Film

Longform
Program

03/26/17- 5:30 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1: You may know Charlton Heston
from Ben Hur, The Planet of the Apes, or The Ten
Commandments. But biographer Marc Eliot tells us about
Heston’s other side. He was a soldier, a
liberal, and a conservative in his 84 years. He walked with Dr.
King and became president of the
NRA. Eliot discusses how his politics impacted his career…
and his legacy. 



KQWB-FM

Music, Culture, Religion, History,
Race

Longform
Program

03/26/17- 5:45 AM 15 mins

Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2:It has been decades since Bob
Marley’s death, but his music is still played and his face
still shows up on tee shirts. From “One Love” and “Jamming”
to “Buffalo Soldier” and “Three Little
Birds,” you’ve heard his iconic music, but what about his life
and career made such an impact?
We talk to two Marley experts, James Henke and Vivien
Goldman to uncover what made Marley
tick and how his message became so prominent. 

News

5:00 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 1:

Longform
Program

5:15 AM 15 mins

Radio Health Journal: SEGMENT 2:

5:30 AM 15 mins Viewpoints: SEGMENT 1:
5:45 AM 15 mins Viewpoints: SEGMENT 2:


